
Sent by: james stuart morris, 35 archer road, Redditch, b98 8dn. 

ref: john Samuel morris’s dad. 04-01-2022 

 

 

Notice for principal: Mrs Sarah Callanan 

This is my final attempt in asking you to pick up a pen and paper or keyboard and mouse, 

and actually write down in detail explaining to me exactly what your meaning, motive, or 

intent and was in writing the following text… 

 

''You have stated in your letter that you do not wish to attend this meeting and would like 

written notes and details by all at the meeting. As the meeting is for your benefit to 

reassure you of Nicky Jame’s role and why we want her to work with your child, the meeting 

will be cancelled.’’ 

 

Please do not reference any of my text that is not relevant to your above comment. for the 

record, My comments you referenced were related to johns behaviour at school and the 

adult witnesses present at the time of those incidents, and not the ccn meeting.  

((The referenced paragraph mentions teachers, assistants, or parents seeing something, 

clearly indicating the incidents john was involved in at school, and not a ccn meeting as 

such.)) 

 

 

Please also remember I suggested an independent review of the ccn setup and how it is 

introduced which you and other third parties have now avoided in an foi request. along with 

other smaller queries you failed to address satisfactorily, or totally avoided as I have now 

concluded using legal jargon and symantics. 

 

I will have no choice but to seek further legal council or lawful action, as well as including 

other outside regulatory authorities as I see fit, should you choose not to respond to my 

above humble sincere request in a more satisfactory manner… 

 

peace and blessings to you and all your friends and family. 

God bless you, god guide you, and god protect you. 

johns dad. 


